
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Research: 
Our research has found that 5G cell towers are more dangerous than other cell towers for several 

reasons. 5G is ultra-high frequency and ultra-high intensity. Since the shorter length millimeter waves 

(MMV) used in 5G do not travel as far (or through objects), the cell signal will not be reliable. The 

cellphone networks will need a mini cell tower every 2 to 8 houses; this will greatly increase RF 

Radiation exposure! 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G use between 1 to 5 gigahertz frequency. – 5G uses between 

24 to 90 gigahertz frequency. Within the RF Radiation portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, the 

higher the frequency, the more dangerous it is to living organisms.   
 

Concerns: 
The wireless industry is racing to install thousands of new cellular sites to create super-fast 5G networks 
in the US. Unfortunately, the impact of this new technology on human health may be detrimental to the 

soft cells of the brain and other organs in the human body. The brain contains soft tissue, which 
includes gray and white matter; it also contains nerve cells, non-neuronal cells (which help to maintain 
neurons and brain health), and small blood vessels. 

 

We provide a solution to protect you from harmful 5G RF frequencies. 
 

The 5G Pendant is a choice for protection from 5G Cell Towers that defends against harmful 5G RF ultra-high 

frequencies. The 5G Pendant is made of a stainless-steel hardware, (Gold or Silver) and is specifically 
programmed on our AFG, (Accelerator Frequency Generator) to protect your body from ultra-high 5G RF 
frequencies. – Remember, radiation from cell towers accumulate in your body for years. The 5G RF Pendant 

is made to be worn to block high-intensity RF radiation.  
 

                     This product is solar cell assisted and will keep working up to (3) years. 
 

Pendant 

AlphaBio Centrix is proud to announce the 

availability of a custom pendant that protects 

you from 5G Cell Towers. The unique design is 

made with an attached solar cell chip which 

offers blocking RF waves from 5G Cell Towers. 

Protects you from Harmful 5G 

Cell Tower Emissions! 
 
 

 
 

MADE IN THE U.S.A. 

Made by AB Centrix, R&D 

Silver 
Gold 
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How it Works: 
The 5G Pendant is specifically programmed on 

our AFG, (Accelerator Frequency Generator) 

to protect your body from ultra-high 4G and 

5G RF emissions.  

 

Our technology is similar to Multi-Wave 

Oscillator technology. This programming 

process supports the theory that by 

stimulating the body’s ability to heal itself 

naturally using subtle bio frequency from the 

5G Pendant, your body will maintain better 

mental awareness from exposure of 4G and 

5G emissions. 

 

Our technology uses a patent pending process 

that incorporates a specific RF composite 

material that is made of a flexible vinyl, 

crystalline and carbon composite. This 

material holds an electrical charge of digital 

information. The material is made up of 

opposite electric charges known as dipoles.  

 

The 5G Pendant is designed to block RF 

radiation from sources such as 4G and 5G cell 

phone towers and other harmful environment 

areas in or around your home and office.  

 

RF protection can be easy with the right 

solution for anti-radiation to protect you and 

your family. By using the 5G Pendant you can 

help reduce your exposure to harmful 

radiation emissions from cell phone towers 

and other sources that emit radiation.  

SUPPORT FROM AB CENTRIX 
 

AB Centrix, R&D has been devoted in studying 

the effects of ERM’s and EMF’s emissions for the 

past eighteen years on how non-ionizing 

radiation affects the human body.  
 

What Is 5G? 
5G is a technology that uses most of the 

microwave portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum. In that range the radio waves are 

shorter in length, travel shorter distances, 

get obstructed much more easily, but can 

carry much more data. It is this more data 

part that has attracted the technology 

industry to 5G.  
 

More data means more capabilities. Similar 

to how download speeds increased 

significantly when we switched from the 3G 

to 4G cellular networks. 5G promises to 

dramatically increase download speeds. 

Instead of taking hours to download a movie 

it can happen in just a minute or two. And 

this opens up the possibility of things like 

self-driving cars, holograms and connecting 

every electronic device to the network. We 

provide a solution! 
This pendant is not intended to diagnose, treat, 

cure or prevent any disease. 
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